Abstract-This paper examines the efficiency of resource uti lization with respect to short-lived TCP flows in various cellular networks. The examination is done from the vantage point of an end-user who would like to use as much as possible of the cellular transmission resources that are available at any given time, thus minimizing the delays associated with communication. Based on a comprehensive measurement campaign we first derive network characteristics with regards to base RTT, RTT under load, and average throughput. A protocol efficiency metric is introduced to capture how efficiently short TCP flows are in fact able to use the instantaneously available transmission resources in a cellular network. The measurements show that short TCP connections have low efficiency in 3.SG (HSPA+) and 4G (LTE) mobile broadband networks, and that the improved latency and throughput characteristics of 4G in relation to 3.SG nevertheless results in lower short-flow efficiency for 4G.
I. INTRODUCTION
The inter-relationship between the different layers in the protocol stack can have a considerable impact on the end-user experience when utilizing different types of wireless networks. In this paper we use cellular network measurements in a Swedish cellular network to examine the inter-relationship between the transport layer and the underlying characteristics of the network with regards to the ability of the TCP protocol to efficiently utilize available network resources. The approach assumes that it is the cellular hop that is the constraining part of the end-to-end connection, and that short TCP flows typical in web browsing are of primary interest. Recent data collected inside the core of an LTE network shows that 90% of all TCP flows are smaller than 35.9 KiB [9] .
It is possible to make an idealized model of an optimal transport protocol which is able to fully utilize the available transmission resources provided to the user by the cellular network. By contrasting such an ideal model to a model of TCP protocol behavior it is possible to derive a protocol efficiency metric. In this paper we present an analytical model for TCP protocol behavior including the effect of larger initial window, which has previously not been analytically examined. We use the collected data on underlying network characteristics of throughput and RTT to drive a Monte-Carlo simulation that provides protocol efficiency metrics over a range of flow sizes.
The results show that transport layer behavior indeed in teracts with the buffers of cellular networks for the 3.5G case, and that buffer bloating [7] have a detrimental effect on both response time and protocol efficiency when multiple flows are present concurrently in 3.5G networks. On the other hand, the 4G network measurements show very little signs of buffer bloating. However, the results show that although both throughput and delay improves considerably between 3.5G to 4G, the protocol efficiency is actually worse for 4G than 3.5G. For short flows, the inability of TCP to efficiently utilize the available resources becomes even more pronounced under the improved 4G conditions than under 3.5G conditions.
In the next section we provide a background to the work, followed by a description of the measurement setup. Section IV presents results from the measurements, while section V elaborates on the protocol efficiency metric and associated results, followed by a summary and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
We have previously presented work based on data collected in a measurement campaign in the 3G, 3.5G and 4G networks of a major Swedish cellular network provider [1] . The focus of that work was on the impact of different congestion controls (CCs), and the presence of buffer bloat in cellular networks. The results showed that the impact of the utilized congestion control, i.e. CUBIC, New Reno, and We stwood+, was not a major factor when there was one single flow utilizing the link. However, when shorter web flows were mixed with longer background flows the CC of the background flows was shown to have a major impact in 3G and 3.5G environments. Other measurements in cellular networks include work by Huang et al [8] , [9] , [10] examining the performance of several cellular technologies, as well as work by Sommers et al [16] which measure cellular access characteristics and compare to WiFi access. Other work focusing more on delay aspects are reported by Elmokashfi et al [6] . A study by Jiang et al [11] identified buffer bloating in all four major US carriers, where round trip times on the order of seconds were measured on saturated links.
In this paper the collected measurement data is used in a measurement-based modeling approach to examine TCP pro tocol efficiency. One of the early efforts in TCP modeling was done by Savage et al [2] . Some efforts have been made by Lee et al [12] to provide a model that includes varying TCP initial window size. Previous work on protocol efficiency has been done by Liu et al [l3] which quantifies the aggregate cellular network capacity loss which occurs due to the inability of TCP to utilize all the bandwidth available. In contrast, our work focuses on protocol efficiency from the end-user perspective rather than as an aggregate. Huang et al [8] examine efficiency mainly from the perspective of increased power consumption, and conclude that the LTE network performance bottleneck for web-based applications lies mainly in the processing power of the end-user devices, as well as the underutilized network capacity resulting from protocol inefficiencies for the small object size typical in web transactions. Paul et al [14] observe that all TCP applications have significantly poorer effective bit rate compared to nominal bit rates of the underlying physical layer technology, implying that there is significant scope of protocol improvements across layers. Approaches to increase the protocol efficiency of short TCP flows include preferential treatment as suggested by Chen et al [3] , larger initial windows as proposed by Dukkipati et al [4] , and the proposal by Radhakrishnan et al [1S] for TCP fast open. Eklund et al [S] provide a theoretical analysis of an ideal start-up scheme.
III. MEASUREMENT SETUP
This section describes how measurements were collected and processed, along with the metrics used for evaluation.
A. Collection of measurements
The experimental campaign was carried out in the network of one of Sweden's main cellular providers employing three different cellular network technologies (3G, 3.SG, 4G). Two measurement computers were used to perform the experi ments: one server with a connection to the Swedish University backbone (SUNET) and one laptop with a Huawei E392 USB modem configured to connect using different cellular network technologies. This avoids the problem of large variations oc curring due to the particular cellular communications hardware used in experiments as reported in previous work [6] . Both computers were running Ubuntu 12.04 with kernel versions 3.1.4 on the laptop and 3.2.0-27 on the server.
A set of measurements were performed to collect data both on the network characteristics for short 320 KiB flows and 3-minute long flows, as well as when short flows were competing with one or five long-lived background flows. Packet traces were collected using tcpdump and processed with tcptrace to extract transport layer metrics. TCP segment offtoading (TSO), TCP metric caching and other related fu nctionality was turned off or flushed to ensure that the various optimizations that are performed in the OS networking code and in device drivers do not interfere with the collection of measurement data. The initial window size was 10 segments, and SACK was enabled. Iperf was used to generate the traffic for the long lived background flows at both end-points, whereas for the short-lived flows an Apache Web server was used along with the wget utility at the client-side to emulate Web browsing. Additional details on the data collection are provided in [1] .
B. Experimental design
A wide range of measurements were made based on the run types illustrated in Figure 1 . Runs A and B collect baseline information by measuring transfer characteristics for Figure 1 ) using five instead of one concurrent long flows was also conducted. Thirteen measurement runs were concatenated into a single measurement campaign with the following run composition: ABCDABCDABCDA, further increasing the number of replications. One such campaign was performed for each of the three different network technologies. Thus, more than 1800 short flow measurements were collected in these campaigns.
C. Metrics
The collected data allows extraction of metrics at different levels in the protocol stack. At the most basic level, an estimate of raw link throughput can be provided by measuring the throughput of long running TCP flows, and end-to-end base RTT is measured by the initial TCP 3-way handshake (3WHS RTT). As shown in [9] most of the flows transferred over cellular networks are small, making it especially relevant to consider short TCP transfers. These are more impacted by TCP's inability to fully use the available bandwidth during the initial part of the slow start. Here we use the short flow completion time as the metric for short flow performance, using a flow size of 320 KiB . This size is representative of the base HTML page of popular news sites such as Dagens Nyheter in Sweden or Huffington Post in the US.
Protocol efficiency is used as a metric to measure the ability of a TCP flow to immediately utilize the transmission resources available to the user in a cellular network. At 100% protocol efficiency, a flow would be fu lly utilizing the available resources directly after the shortest possible initiation of the transfer. In the typical scenario where a connection is established from a mobile client to a server and the client requests some data, the client currently will experience a delay of two RTTs before the connection has 5% TCP DL  93  260 1  4930  569  74 -222  2112  108  99  28  50% TCP DL  151  3521  5830  9185  556 -970  12740  1678  895  1077  95% TCP DL  193  16272  5777 1  24229  1921 -2943  30812  12922  3485  3842  5% 3WHS RTT  237  49  36  30  125 -182  37  21  99  34  50% 3WHS RTT  256  50  40  70  160 -200  70  54  184  92  95% 3WHS RTT  277  70  43  467  645 -809  127  336  773  313   Table I : Measurement results and comparison to other measurement studies (partly from [9] ). been established and the initial data is received. For a fully efficient protocol the server would receive the request during the initial connection setup and be able to immediately send at the available throughput. The client thus would wait only one RTT to complete the connection establishment and receive the initial data, instead of two. Such idealized behavior is unfeasible given current network and protocol architectures, but does serve as a useful reference point. Efforts to increase the efficiency include proposal to allow data transfer during connection setup [15] , and increased initial window sizes as discussed in [4] .
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
To relate the measurements obtained in our measurement campaign to other measurement studies, an overview of our measured results along with related results are presented in Table I for the two basic metrics TCP downlink throughput (kbps) and 3WHS-RTT (ms). While the numbers are useful for providing a context to our obtained results, consideration should also be made to the differences in approaches used for obtaining the reported results. Our measurements reported in Table I covers runs A and B, i.e. includes both short and long flows but with no concurrent background traffic. One aspect is that for our measurement setup, a maJonty of the flows were short flows, which leads to markedly lower 5% percentile and mean values, as compared to the 95% percentile which represents values from the long-running flows which have much better protocol efficiency. The LS LTE study [9] col lected measurements for around 47 million flows of live user traffic from inside the core network of a US cellular operator, yielding a realistic data set but also providing less experimental control. The values reproduced in Table I are only considering flows larger than 1 ME. Results in the 3GTest study [10] are generated from around 35 K active end-user probes consisting of 20 second long TCP transfers in the networks of four US cellular operators. The 4GTest study [8] uses a similar approach, but focuses on LTE users. The SpeedTest results show data fr om around 114 K active end-user probes in three geographical locations using a variety of cellular networks fr om 2G EDGE to 4G LT E, although a maj ority of the data comes from UMTS/EvDO/HSPA technologies.
Comparing the results it can be observed that for the 95th percentile the 3.5G throughput results from our measurements are considerably higher than previous non-LTE studies. The 95th percentile 4G throughput results also show a markedly higher throughput. Comparisons based on the 95th percentile are expected to be less sensitive to differences in flow lengths between the measurements, since these values are likely to capture conditions close to best-case long flow characteristics, without much impact from the varying flow size distribution present in the different studies. With regards to the 3WHS RTT, the results from our measurements show a much smaller spread between the 5th and 95th percentile than the compara ble studies. One factor partly explaining this is that our results are based only on measurements containing one single flow, whereas this factor was not actively controlled in the other studies. As will be shown, adding a background flow increases our measured RTT variation, especially in 3.5G networks.
To provide a more detailed view of the measured results
PDFs of throughput and RTT, created using a kernel of s / ft, are provided in Figures 2 and 3 . Subfigure (a) shows the mean throughput for the A runs of long flows, whereas subfigure (b) shows the 3WHS-RTT for the runs A and B since the 3WHS RTT metric is independent of flow lengths. The 3WHS-RTT can however be affected by an ongoing transfer of background data when new measurement flows are established. This case is shown in subfigure (c) which shows the short flow 3WHS-RTT observed for the C runs where one background flow is already running when a short flow is initiated. As can be seen by comparing Figures 2b and 2c , in the 3.5G case the 3WHS-RTT distribution is both shifted rightwards and widened when a background flow is present. This indicates that the background flow fills per-user cellular network buffers that are shared between flows, leading to increased delays for an initiating short flow. Comparing Figures 3b and 3c it is visible that the short flow 3WHS-RTT in the 4G network, however, is largely insensitive to the presence of background traffic.
Additional insights of the impact of competing background flows can be gained from our short flow completion time results provided in [1] , some of which are shown in Figure  4 . This figure presents the mean completion time of the short flows both with no background traffic, as well as with one or five background flows. This figure also shows data categorized by the different TCP congestion control schemes used in the experiments. Figure 4a clearly shows that there is a large difference between the mean short flow completion time when there is no background traffic versus when there is one or five background flow(s) in the 3.5G network. Also, it can be seen that the congestion control of the short flow does not have any significant impact. With regards to the background flow, using We stwood+ creates less impact on the short flow completion time. To exclude the impact of different congestion controls, only CUBIC and NewReno measurements were pooled to create the data shown in Figure 2c . For the 4G case shown in Figure 4b , it can be seen that the effect of adding a background flow has only a minor impact on the short flow completion time, which is consistent with the limited increase in 3WHS RTT observed for Figure 3c . Further details and discussions of our measured results in relation to different congestion controls are provided in [1] .
V. MEASUREMENT-BASED MODELING AND SIMULATION
The measurements performed in the evaluated measurement campaign were done with only one flow length for the short flows. Covering a wide range of flow sizes with active mea surements involves considerable expense and time, and as an alternative we use data collected in the measurement campaign as input for an analytical model that allows us to infer protocol efficiency.
A. TCP protocol efficiency fo r single flow
Previous work on protocol efficiency [13] primarily consid ered efficiency from the aggregate network perspective. In this work we view protocol efficiency from the vantage point of a user who would like to fully utilize the available transmission resources to minimize the response time as much as possible. It should be noted that we here are focusing on TCP protocol aspects for reducing response time, and while this is a major contributor to increased response times there are also many other factors such as DNS lookup delays, and delays associated with radio link state promotion.
To calculate protocol efficiency it is first necessary to model the TCP short flow completion time. There are several approaches for doing this, and we select a straight-forward approach that does not consider packet losses. Our 3.5G and 
The RTT value Rs used for single flows is the 3WHS
RTT when the user has no concurrent connections, i.e when buffers are empty. A novelty is the inclusion of a variable initial window size I, which is set to 10. The parameter P is the number of transmission rounds with idle time, i.e when the received rate is constrained by the senders congestion window and not the available transmission resources. The number of rounds with idle time is bounded either by the relationship between RTT, throughput and initial window size, or by the total amount of data in the short flow.
To calculate an ideal optimal protocol we use a one RTT connection establishment delay, and immediate full utilization of available transmission resources which yields an estimate of the optimal short flow completion time as Lo = Rs + 0/ C. The results are shown in Figure 5 , and it is readily ob servable that the protocol efficiency is worse for the 4G case than for the 3.5G case. It can be recalled from Figure 4 that in absolute terms the completion times are considerably better for 4G versus 3.5G, and these results indicate that this difference could be even larger if mitigations for protocol inefficiencies can be introduced. The step-like appearance in the left hand side of the graph comes when the size of a flow is increased so as to require a new transmission round which might incur additional idle time which in turn then decreases protocol effi ciency. Somewhat surprisingly, the protocol efficiency remains low even for relatively large flows, indicating that the penalty of the extra RTT during connection establishment and the rounds with idle time takes a considerable time to amortize fully.
B. TCP protocol efficiency fo r multip le flows
Considering the case where there are multiple flows oper ating concurrently it is also possible to estimate an idealized ideal protocol behavior and the resulting protocol efficiency. Considering the protocol efficiency for two flows as shown in Figure 6 , it can be noted that the protocol efficiency shows a reduction for the 3.5G case, but an improvement in the 4G case. For the 3.5G case the decrease in optimal flow throughput is not enough to compensate the increase in RTT caused by bloated buffers being occupied by the long flow. The presence of buffer bloat is consistent with previous studies [11] . In the 4G case, the improved buffering approach in relation to 3.5G results in much lower increase of the RTT experienced by the 4G short flow. The decreased optimal rate hence leads to an overall improvement in protocol efficiency compared to the 4G single flow case.
VI. S UMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents results from active measurements per formed in the 3.5G and 4G mobile broadband networks of one Swedish operator. The study focuses on downlink throughput and RTT for both 3.5G and 4G, and relates these results to previous measurement studies. We also provide an evaluation using the TCP protocol efficiency metric. This metric shows how much TCP connection establishment overhead and slow start inefficiency contribute to increased completion times for short flows, which in turn may lead to wasted network as well as mobile battery resources. Using Monte-Carlo simulations based on the measured 3.5G and 4G characteristics, the ob tained results indicate that while providing superior delays and throughput, 4G network characteristics actually result in worse TCP protocol efficiency than for 3.5G networks. The results also show that the improved queuing strategy observed in the examined 4G network lead to improved protocol efficiency when multiple flows are concurrently transferred as opposed to one single flow. For the 3.5G network our results show that the opposite is true, mainly as an effect of buffer bloat issues decreasing protocol efficiency for short flows in the presence of longer-running flows. While observant of the simplifications unavoidable in an analytical model, we believe these findings can be of value as one input when considering various network and protocol enhancement for potential further research or deployment.
We are currently collecting active measurements from all four major Swedish operators using a wider range of tests than reported here, and for future work we intend to comprehen sively analyze this collected data fr om multiple perspectives.
